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THE STRUCTURB OF A MAGNETI(14LLYDRIVEN,

PUNS SHOCK W4VE IN A PIASM4

by

T. A. Oliphant and Nartha S. Hoyt

ABSTRACT

This report describes numerical calculations of the

structure of a plane shock wave driven by a transverse

magnetic field. The basic MHD theory is described in

detail. Progressivelymore difficult examplea are

discussed in sequence starting from the simple Thomas

shock wave in air and ending with a charge neutral

plasme shock wave driven by a transversemagnetic

field.

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the present work is to provide a

basic orientation in the methods of computing shock

structure. We will apply the methods to simple

models for air and plasma. For air, we will use

the model used by Thomas,l namely a simple gas with

rigid sphere interactions. We shall treat the plas-

ma here using a very simple model. First, we as-

sume that there is no charge separation so that the

plasma moves along as a single fluid and we will

need only one momentum equation. Second, we assume

that the electrons and ions are always at equili-

brium at the same temperatureso that we will need

only one energy equation.

w will set up the equation for the basic mod-

e!.s jn the next four sections. Then we will begin

ctmwiderationof our special applications in Sec-

tion VI. The r.equenceof applicationswill progress

from the simplest to the most complicatedcaee.

Since our primary interest ia plasma rather

then air, we will set up our basic tk.eoryfor plas-

ma and in the application simply indicate what

changes have to be made to obtain the analogous re-

sults for air.

II. THS BASIC MODEL

For our basic model for the plasma we will use

the hydromagneti.cequations as obtained from lowest-

order Chapman-Enskogtheory.a We will refer to a

discussion by Burgers= for our basic equations.

Hereafter, we will designate this reference by the

letter B. Since we rule out charge separation and

temperaturedifferences between the electronic and

ionic components,we can use the equations for the

flow of the gas as a whole. Thus we use the equa-

tion under heading (A) on pages 128-129 of B.

Throughout this section the units are all Gaussian.

Changes will be indicatedwhen they are made in

late sections.

The ~.conse rvation law is, from (5-27)B,

~+pe.o,
Dt

where

(2-1)

(2-2)

where P is the density and u is the velocity of the

total fluid.

For the momentum conservation law we will use ●
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(5-28)B. We drop the gravity term and, eince there

i.sno charge separation,we also drop the PeE~ term.

Thus, we write

‘D$+&-(3x E)i=o. (2-3)
j

We 10 not divide the last

because we write J in emu

esu. The pressure tensor

Pij = %j P+pij’

term by c as Burgers does

whereas he writes it in

is given by

(2-4)

where p is the scalar pressure,

p = nkT. (2-5)

For the deviator components P. of the pressure ten-
l.1

sor, lowest-orderChapman-Enskogtheory gives

Pij = -vij, (2-6)

where w is the viscosity coefficientof the total

fluid and

.2L+2i.& ~
‘ij axj axf 3ij”

(2-7)

‘I%US,(2-3) can be written,

For our enerszyconse~a ti.onlaw we use (5-29)B.

Using (2-6)we obtain

‘EiJi=O’

where

E;=Ei+ (:X

The field E: is the

the rowing plasma.

current density by

E; = ’11Ji,

S)i. (2-lo)

effective electric field felt by

This field is releted to the

(2-11)

where ~ is the electrical reaistivity of the total

fluid. Thue, the last term in (2-9) is seen to be

the Joule-heatingterm. The current ? is related to

the magnetic field B throughAmpere’s law,

~vxil.
‘=4X

(2-12)

According to lowest-orderChapmen-Enskogtheory,

the heat flux, qi, is given by

(2-13)

where x is the thermal conductivityof Lhe total

fluid and T ia its tenq>erature.Using (2-10)

through (2-13)we write (2-9) in the form

To complete our theory we need to obtain an eq-

uation for the penetration of the magnetic field

into the plasma. Combining (2-10)and (2-11)we

get

%1 -8.

‘=ii=T[E+@xB)’”
(2-15)

Cmbining (2-12)and (2-15)we get

‘q(vxi)-4Yc[;+ (;X;)]. (2-16)

Taking the curl of both sides, we obtain

Vx

Next, we

Vx

[Tl(vxihl =4X [VXE

+Vx(:xs)].

use the emf equation,

z=- aii
at ●

Hence (2-17)becomes

(2-17)

(2-18)

+Vx(;xs). (2-19)

Equations (2-l), (2-8), (2-14), and (2-19) consti-

tute our besic set of equations of motion.

III. TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS

In Section 11 we developed the basic equations

of motion for the plasma as a whole. Included in

the equations were the transport coefficientsp, n,

and 11for the gas as a whole. For the theory dis-

cussed above these transport coefficientsare ob-

.
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tained simply by adding

from the electronic and

together the contribution

ionic components.

(3-1)

(3-2)

(3-3)

transport coefficientson

where
0.406 m~(kTo)’/2

c=
pl Z; e’

. (3-9)

strong magnetic

(3-lo)

I.l=ve+wi,

K=X=+K i’

ll=le+’oi.

The viscosity VL transverse to a

field is given by,

%-
lnA

VL = Cp
TB= ‘The dependence of these

where B is in gauss. Herethe hydrodynamicvariables has been given by

Spitzer.4 Hereafter we will refer to this refer-

ence as S.

An importantquantity which enters into all

the transport coefficientsis lnll. This quantity

is obtained in the considerationof the encounters

of the moving charged particles and is discussed in

(3-11)

Let us obtain a fo&ula for the viscosity trans-

verse to an intermediatefield by the following

sort of interpolation

pages 120-131 of S.

in S can be written

-3/2

The expression for A derived

(3-4)

(3-12)

+7A=A In the strong field limit, f >> 1, and

where the temperature is given in eV, and p is

given in cgs units. From this point on, all temp-

eratures will be given in eV. Here,

r 1.

Hence

()

~3/2B 2
!& .b —c= ~
~L @

plnA “ (3-13)

[1(kTo)3mAAi *
Ao=&

X
.

i
(3-5)

TABLE I

PhysitnlCm’mtants
The quantities appearing in Ao, as well as in the

constants obtained in the remainder of thi.asection,

are summarized in Table 1.

The number density of particles is obtained

from P by

Smbol Ouantitv v.1“e units

ionicchargentmber

electronicchmr~e

1 aV in ‘K

Boltzmmn’a cotmtant

atmic mans unit

electronmm

valenceof ions

Theoreticalconstant
frm Spitzer,p.145

sasconstant

Sasconstant

●mmicmmberof
deuteriuu

1 for de”teriuu

4.S029X 10-10

11593.

1.3s04x 10-1’

1.6604x lo+’

0.9107x 10-27

1 for deuteritm

0.225

0.963S5X 1012

em

“Xfev

ersl°K-
particle

w

m

et-n
eV mode

_eKa_
ev m

cmlsec

.- ,
ni Ai

e
(3-6)

n = vne i“ (3-7)

For the most part we ignore VAe in comparison to Ai

in our transport coefficients.

Since the viscosity is contributedmainly by

the ions, we drop pe in (3-l). The result for

P=vi is given on page 146 of S. The weak field

approximationK
w of P is isotropic,and from (5-54)S

we have

T5/2
VW = cpl~ ,

2.01473

m
Ae -$ atomicnmber of

A the electron

c VOlOCity Of light 2.99793x 1010

(3-8)



Hence, (3-12) can be written

‘=*”

Finally, we consider the mean free path. It ie

given by

(3-14)

but ad given by Glasstone and Lovbergs is

,+
237e4 1

(7‘d= 3
.

PTO
Thus,

wA = 2nne lnfl “

Next, let us consider the thermal conductivity.

The relevant results are given on pages 144-145 of

s. Here the electronic contribution,we, ie pre-

domimnt so we drop Ui. The weak magnetic field

approximationn of x is
w

(3-23)

(3-24)

gz
n =C
w wllnA’

(3-15)
Thus, we write

,A=cA&, (3-25)

(3-26)

where
where

cm=2+)3’2* ●
LJzJ-2

(3-16)
&T A mA

c1 =
2fle “

e

IV. lQUATIONS FOR STEADY-STATS,PIANE SHOCK
The thermal conductivityn,, transverse to a strong

A

magnetic field is given by Having obtained all of our baeic equatione and

transport coefficients,we now specialize to the

caee of a steady-state,plane shock wave traveling

in the x-direction. For this special caee
+-

lSA
n
.L= ci@ #T ‘

(3-17)

where

~d
‘Uz’

r?= S&,

and

(

~~
3dx

o

.n&
cij = 0

0 0

Equation (2-1) reduces to

&nl)=o.

(3-18) “ (4-1)

(4-2)

.

interpolationWe make the same sort of

did with P. Thus,

-5/2

here as we

(3-19)“*“ (4-3)

Next, we consider the electrical resistivity.

Since the resistive effecte involvemainly the

electrons,we drop the ionic contribution. The rel-

evant result is given on pages 138-139 of S. We

obtain

(4-4)

We will now begin to compare our equetione with the

equations of l?homes,xreferred to hereafter an T.

(4-4) caneaeilybe put into the form of (l)Tby

differentiation.

(3-20)
.

where

H

3/2 n$(ec)a
c=
7 * 2(Of582) “

.

(3-21)
(4-5)



We assume that we will have a driving field, ~,

directed in the z-direction,but varying only in

the x-direction. Then, (2-12) can be written

@&E)+P*+g
()

d &
-ZK

()

-LA-T &~2=o.
8n dx

(4-15)

(4-6)

(4-7)

This is in the form of (3)T. However, not only do

we have the altered definitions of P and E, but

additionalmagnetic terms as well.

Finally, for the present geometry (2-19) is

writtenWith the help of (4-6),we reduce (2-3) to

(4-16)(4-8)

where
Our basic equations are now (includingthe equation

of state) (4-4), (4-8), (4-13), (4-14), (4-15), and

(4-16).

(4-9)

and

4
P=:v. (4-lo)

into the form

V. THE BANKINE-HUGONIOTCONDITIONS

The first integrals of the equations of Sec-

tion IV lead to the Rankine-Hugoniotconditions.

(4-4) and (4-8) are integrated just as in the case

Usi~ (4-4),we easily put (4-10)

of (2)T.

&
%P.)=-Pu*-&.‘d%

of Thomas to give

Pu = a,

rltl+ P = b.

However, (4-15) is not

Skipping to (4-16),we

(4-11)

(5-1)

(5-2)

quite so easy to integrate.

obtain

(5-3)

is formallyNote that, although this equation

identical to (2)T,we include the

feet of the magnetic field by the

(4-9).

additional ef-

added term in

Similarly,we write the energy equation (2-14)

in the form,

In integrating (4-15)we have to make use of (5-2)

and (5-3). We obtain

(4-12)

uE+ub-~ LQ32-W=C.au2+q-4fl Afl (5-4)
We define the internal energy density to be ‘

E
3 &

=yP+8fl, (4-13) If we set B = O, these equations reduce exactly

to the correspondingresults of Thomas. We now

write the relation

nkTo= P@, (5-5)

where n is the density in atoms/cc, k is Boltz-

menn’s constant in erg/°K, P is the density in

and also note that

p = nkToT . (4-14)

Hence, (4-12) canbe written

grems/cc, and @tis the gas constant in erg/(gram eV).

Making use of (5-5), we write (4-14)as



P= P6tT. (5-6)

Meking use of (2-13)and (4-9),we write (5-2)

through (5-4) in the form,

Let us now consider a schematic plot of the

density across the shock wave in Fig. ,1.

t Upstream

P (%, u1,T>,BI) =

x+

Fig. 1. The density profile of a shock wave.

Since we are talking about the time-independent

form of the shock wave, we are automaticallycon-

sidering ourselves to be located in the frame of

reference traveli~ with the shock wave. The (up-

stream) fluf.din the ambient state seems to be

flowing to the right into the shock wave with vel-

ocity UI > 0. If the ambient fluid is actually at

rest, then ~ is equal to the magnitude of the vel-

ocity of the shock wave. Of course, the actual

shock wave would be traveling to the left. From

(5-l),we see that PU is the same for any value of

X. Thus,

PU = PIUI . PcW = a. (5-lo)

For conveniencewe will often leave the constant a

in the other equations. In the region away from the

shock wave, u and T are constant so that the left-

hand sides of (5-7) through (5-9) vanish. This al-

10WS us to evaluate b, c, and d.

a

b=aui+a@L+~, (5-11)
‘i

d = ‘Uilli, (5-13)

where i is equal to either 1 or 2. We can there-

fore write (5-7) through (5-9) in the form

(5-16)

Equations (5-10) through (5-13)are equivalent to

the Rankine-Hugoniotrelatiom connecting the var-

ieblea (Ul,~, Tl,B1) ahead of the shock to those

(w,pa,Ta,&) behind the shock weve. Connections

with the more usual forms of theee relations are

given below. Equations (5-10)and (5-14) through

(5-16) describe the behavior of the variables

(u, p, T, B) as we cross the shock front.

To obtain the more usual forms of the Rankine-

Hugoniot relations, we rewrite (5-11) and (5-12) in

terms of pressure and energy variablea

b = aui+ Pi, (5-17)

c=u(E
ii

+Pi)+~afi. (5-18)

With a little algebra we can show that these rela-

tions are equivalent to

Pa - PI = ~ul(ul - Us), (5-19)

[
Pa(U1-L@) . ~UI *

1
1 (U1-t%l)a,-el+~ (5-20)

.i
‘i Pi

(5-21)

is the specific energy. With suitable changes of

definitfonwe see that (5-10), (5-19),and (5-20)

are formally equivalent to the Rankine-Hugoniot

relatione as given by Cole.s By scnnefurther manip-

ulations,we can write the energy equation in the

following form.

() [ 1()&:a+*+*(P1+P,)..%~
= +~(P~+Pa) .

= (2/3)

Now, let us assume that we know the ambient

(5-22)

condi-

.

0

10
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tions. Then, let us assume a shock strength, ?,

defined by

$z~. (5-23)

It is then clear that (5-22)gives us the means of

calculating the quantity

It

F.

(5-24)

is, of course, easier to assume ~ and calculate

The velocity UI which is positive and of the

magnitude of the shock speed is given by

(5-25)

The downstreamvelocity, US, is given by (5-10)

which we write as

~. Q % ●

Pa
(5-26)

Finally, we have

Bs’: BI . (5-27)

Equations (5-22), (5-25),and (5-26)with BI set to

zero agree with the y-law relations with y = l-~.

The details of the comparison are given in Section

VI.

VI. THE ZERO MAGNETIC FIELD CASE

We will see that certain scaling properties

occur as soon as we discard the magnetic field.

For a perfect y-law gas with no magnetic field,

Bethe7 writes (changingnotation appropriately)

f.%= (~+l)pa+ (~- l)m
PI (y - l)ps + (y+ I)pl ‘

(6-1)

Y+ 1)~ + (Y - l)Dl.-
U1= 2p> s (6-2)

2(D DI )
% - ~. a-

. (6-3)
2% [(y+l)pa+ (y-l)pl]

Setting BI equal to zero in (5-22), (5-25),and

(5-26)and performing some simple manipulations,

we obtain

_=4Da+DLP
% ~ +4p1’

(6-4)

(6-5)

Pa PI

‘1-”=0==

(6-6)

Setting y = 1: in (6-1) through (6-3),we obtain

(6-4) through (6-6) so that the results of Section

V reduce appropriately to the perfect gas case.

The shock strength reduces to

(6-7)

In the remainder of this sectionwe will use (6-1)

through (6-3) instead of (6-4) through (6-6) in or-

der to facilitate comparisonwith previous work for

gases of general y. However, we must bear in mind

that for the plasma case y is understood to be

equalto l:. From (6-1) through (6-3),we obtain

~.:=(Y+u ;+(v-l)_
(6-8)

(Y-l);+(y+l)’

u~ = y% [(Y+l)F(Y-l)l) (6-9)

;=&L=~- 2(; - 1)

%
(6-10)

(y+l);+ (y-1)”

From the equation of state (5-6) we obtain

(6-11)

If the problem can be scaled appropriately,then we

need not specify ambient conditions such as

(PI,P1,T1),but may represent a whole class Of prOb-

lems in terms of scaled variables by choosing only

the shock strength, ~. We will then be able to ex-

press a multitude of results involving the three

ambient parameters by the same scaled curves. We

will show t~t air and plasma (in our simple model)

can be scaled in this way.

For zero megnetic fields, (5-7) and (5-8) re-

duce to

“h T
w&=au+a@--b, u

~f!&.~+ub-~aua-co
Y 2

(6-12)

(6-13)

11



We have inserteda general y here which gLvea a-

greement with the equation of Thomaa. The con-

stants can be written

()“df3=e -;fA
[ 1

+ (1- UJ)’+CY ,
al da

(6-25)

where

Ci= y-l ● (6-26)

To be able to scale (6-24) and (6-25),we must

write the factor fi/a.lin terms of the scaled varia-

bles w and 9. Thomas has used the hard-spheremod-

el for aik. The model is discussed by Chapman and

Cowling (Reference2, 791 and p. 101). The ex-

pressions obtained for K and !,in this model are

*
a = P.u. ,11

(6-14)

(6-15)

(6-16)

Let us introduce the scaled velocitY, w, and temp-

erature, 9, defined by

(6-27)
b

U=-w,
a

a

()

lb
T= ~ ; 9.

(6-17)

(6-18)

and

.4=
fZ7f1n2’

(6-28)

We can now write (6-12)and (6-13) in the form where a is the collision cross section and V. is a

dimensionlessnumber 0.998. From (6-27) and (6-28)

we obtainjll e
=(N +- - 1 ,

adx w
(6-19)

()L2?.L&?= e-L
a NUl dx [ 1

N (1-W)V+* . (6-20) (6-29)

The factor f defined by Thomas is given by

(6-21)

the nunber of

atcms which is

(6-22)

Thus, the factor appearing in (6-24)and

(6-25) is dimensionlessand allows a convenient

scaling. From Section III we have, for the case

zero magnetic field,

of

In (6-20)and (6-21)we have used

degreea of freedom,N, of the gas

related to y by
(6-30)

and
y=l+fi.

i=ck&. (6-31)

(6-32)

Here f can be anything since we have as yet speci-

fied no relation between u and z.

Now, let us scale our x-variable in terms of

the mean free path, 1.

x = 1s.

(6-19) and (6-20) then become

Thus,

Using (6-17)and (6-18),we get

(6-23)
(6-33)

where C is the dimensionlessconstant,

C=QQ. L=~,5~~5 .

3c~w

*

()~g=w+fi-l
al ds w’

(6-24) (6-34)
,

12
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v

For air,

(6-35)

Hence, we write the differentialequations for both

together in the form

(6-36)

ffc
~ de

—=e-*[(1-@’+al.
WI ds (6-37)

The differentialequation for the integral curve in

(w,e) space is obtained by eliminatingds between

(6-36)and (6-37).

dO 4 e
-~[(l-w)a+a]

—=ZW& Wz -W+e . (6-38)

Now, let us show thst, once we epecify p, our

scaled solution is completelydetermined. Frcm

(6-15),we have

:=*” (6-39)

Therefore, using (6-17),we write

% =:U’=*”
(6-40)

Substituting (5-6) and (6-22) into (6-9),weobtain

Ul=m== -
Substituting (6-41) into (6-40),we obtain

m!+1);+1WI =
(N+l)(; +l) “

Fran (6-10),we get

Directly from (6-19),we obtain

ei=wi(l:wi).

(6-41)

(6-42)

(6-43)

(6-44)

Therefore, from ~ we can calculatew and e both be-

fore and behind the shock wave.

Using (6-8), (6-lo),and (6-11),we can calcu-

late ~, ;, and ? in the scaled problem. To get

back to the unecaled solution, we need to specify

two out of the three ambient quantities (pl,~,Tl).

The third ambient variable is then givenby (5,-6).

From the definition of ~,~,?) we then immediately

obtain (ps,%a,’Ib).The constants a, b, and c are

then obtained from (6-14), (6-15),and (6-16). We

can now plot the unscaled solution using the defi-

nitions or the scaled variables and other simple

relati.onewhich are sumnerized as follows:

a = Plul (6-45)

b=aul+pl, (6-46)

x=Ae, (6-47)

b
u= ;W , (6-48)

A!zae,T=a(a) (6-49)

P=:, (6-50)

P=PRT. (6-51)

VII. BECKER’S SIMPLIFIED SOLUTION

Ae quoted by Thomea,l Beckers chows that when

f=~~
3N’

(7-1)

a great simplificationoccurs. Namely, the solu-

tion to (6-41) takes on the simplified form

w.:% [wl~-(w’+w’-1)w21”
e-— (7-2)

Using this relation, we eliminate 13from (6-39),

obtaining

* -(W1 - w) (w - WC)
z=

= $9(W).

(% +~a)[wl% - (WI +wa - I)wa] “

(7-3)

!I%us,we have a single differentialequation in-

stead of the two simultaneousequations, (6-39)

and (6-40). We can integrate (7-3) numerically.

There is a elight complicationwith regard to the

initial value of w. If we take w = WI or w = %,

we must start our integrationat some indeterminate

large dietance from the shock wave, and this is

clearly unsatisfactory. Instead, we must find an

13



approximate solution to (7-3),valid when w deviatea

from wi(i = 1, 2) by a small, but finite, amount.

Thus, we expand ~(u) about~ i I(eJ,.%)[2@.%-(2&l)F]*=C
(Wlti)(fiu%j) I,(7-11)

~(w) .&& AUI ,
W=w

i
“(7-4)

where
w~+%

w=—
2 . (7-12)

s value, let us take

where we have used the fact that Q(wi) = O. Using

the abbreviation For our deginning

w
@w=w W=a ‘

i
(7-5) (7-13)

we have
where K is an arbitrary number of the order of uni-

ty, say 4. For N mech intervalswe then have the

increment

vw= , (7-6)
(wl +%)[wlwa - (Wl +% - I)W:]

(s - so)
As=& ~N .where

II
+1, i=l

‘f =
.

-l, i=2

(7-14)

out our integrationusing

simple scheme such as

(7-7)

We are thus free to carry

Runge-Kutta, or some very
Equation (7-3)becomes

‘n-l-l-wn+ As f(wn) (7-15)

out on

and the

d
—E(w-wi)pw.
ds

.
(7-8)

Computationsusing (7-15)

the Maniac-II. The cases

results will be discussed

section.

We will now discuss the validity of (7-1) for

air and for plasma. The factor f can be obtained

experimentallyfor air by measuring v and M.

Quoting Thomas, we have

have been carried

of air and plasmaThe solution to (7-8) is

at the end of this

(7-9)

Now, suppose we wish to start our integrationat

the point, so, at

fraction,y, such

simply set

which w deviates from wi by scme

as, for example, Y= 0.001. We

f = 1.95 .
air (7-16)

a- m.
0 @w (7-10)

For plasma we use (3-8)for v and (3-15) for x.

T5/2
;= kc

3P1K’
(7-17)Thus, we carry out our integrationnumerically for

increasing (decreasing)s using the exact form

(7-3). We integrateuntil w has approached

Wj(j+ i). To do this we must set up a reasonable

mesh. A rough estimate of the shock thickness is

obtained as follows. We define the center of the

shock front to be at the point on the w vs. s

curve at which w = ~. Then, using (7-3)with w

set equal to i, the shock thickness is given by

T5/2
X=c mm” (7-18)

Thus, we obtain

,

f .&% = 2.26 X 102plawns N6t Cul (7-19)

which is a dimensionlessconstant.

14



For air, N = 5, so that

(7-20)

which is close to (7-16), so the simple approxima-

tion is seen to be good for air. On the other hand,

for plasma

~N+2 4
3 7-7

. $= 2.222 , (7-21)

which does not agree well with (7-19), so the sim-

ple approximationis quite bad for plasma. Further-

more, generalizationsto more complicatedshock

wave calculationswill depart from the simple

approx~ation. Therefore, in the next section we

will solve the pair of simultaneousdifferential

equations without the simplificationof (7-l).

Using the methods discussed in this section,

we have calculated the shock wave structure for air

and have plotted the results in Figs. 2 and 3. In

Fig. 2 we give a plot which ccnnpareswith Fig. 1 of

Thomas. The straight line is drawn through the

point UJ=; on the curve in Fig. 2 and is adjusted

to have a slope which satisfies (7-11). A glance

at Fig. 2 indicates that the straight line gives a

good rough estimate of the shock thickness. Since

the Thomas approximation is not good for plasma, we

will not discuss the plasma shock structure in this

section.

VIII. SOLUTION OF TSE SIMULTANJIOUSEQLUWIONS

As mentioned in the previous section, we will

be concerned, in general, with values of f for
.

0.9, I

0.8-

0.7-

u
0.6-

0.s-

0.4-

0.3
-10-8-6-4-202 468

s

Fig. 2. The scaled velocityw vs. the scaled dis-
tance s for a shock wave in air. The pressure
ratio is 4.4981 as in the second case of Thomas.

1

which (7-1) doesn’t hold. In general, there is no

simple analytic solution to (6-39), and we have to

go back and solve (6-37)and (6-38) simultaneously.

We write them in the

du—=(p(u),e) ,
ds

g = Y(ul,e),

where

&u
Y(ul,tl)=—

/
e

3fc@

form

)+:-1 ,

(8-1)

(8-2)

(8-3)

1-~[(l-@+c Y]. (8-4)

The theory of simultaneous,nonlinear differential

equations contains complicationsnot found in the

theory of single nonlinear differential equations.

These complicationsare inevitable in more refined

shock structure calculations. The basic theory is

discussed by Minorsk~in his treatise on nonlinear

mechanics. Of primary importance in this theory is

the idea of singular points. Ifwe combine (8-1)

and (8-2) into the form

—=$!2 ,&u (8-5)
v

we get a picture of what we mean by singular points.

A singular point (UIi,Oi)is a point at which ~ and

Y both vanish. Thus, we see that the asymptotic

limits of the shock wave occur at the singular

points (Wi,ei), (i = 1,2), correspondingto the far

upstream and far downstream,respectively.

We attack (8-1) and (8-2) by a linearization

in the neighborhood of a singularity as was done in

0.22

I
C120-

018-

8
Q16-

0.14-

Fig. 3. The
distance for

s

scaled temperature f3VS. the scaled

the case correspondingto Fig. 2.
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the previous section. We will leave the index 1

undeterminedso that either the upstream or down-

stream singular point can be selected aa a starting

point for integratingthe simultaneousdifferential

equation. More will be said about this later.

We write

q)=(ul ‘wi)q~+(e-ei)p~ , (8-6)

Y-(UJ - UJi)Yw + (e - ei) Ye. (8-7)

For simplicity, let

Y=u)-wi, (8-8)

Z=O-e
i“

(8-9)

Then (8-1) and (8-2)become

From (8-14)we eee that the constantsA- and B&

are related by

0+ - P’)
B+=- A+

9~ –
. (8-16)

in the followingway.

solution in the form

(8-17)

We choose our constantA

From (8-12)we write our

A a
w=wi+A*Ct .

If k Z O, we have a growing (decaying)exponential,

and, hence, we are in the upstream (downstream)re-

gion. We have

U)=(U (~1
ais\

- Cic (8-18)

where

1

I.2I
+1

‘i =
-1

for i =

for i =

~ =ww+-=Pg*

dz
—=yYw+zY@.
ds

We look for solutions

Is
y=Ae ,

z= BeLs
.

(8-19)(8-10)

(8-11)

s is determinedby settingOur beginning value of

of the form

(8-12)

(8-13)

(8-20)

or

s .&p ,
0 i

(8-21)

which ia analogous

We then obtain w(ao

to (7-lo).Substituting (8-12)and (8-13) into (8-1O)and

(8-11),we obtain ) by using (8-18). Comparing

(8-17)and (8-18),we see that

(k - @w )0‘Qe A
=0, (8-14)

*O B

‘i = “iwi”
(8-22)

Thus, from (8-16),
\
-Y

u)
a-

~.AaiYi f?’~ Ciwi ‘
(8-23)

k, are obtained by setting

matrix in (8-14) equal to

where the eigenvaluee,

the determinantof the

zero. Thus, we obtain
and (8-13) is written

(@w+ Ye)a +4(9eYw -PWY6).
A& = 2

(8-15)

For each eigenvalueA+ , we obtain an eigenvector

(8-24)9=

which we

means to

point.

The

,

t

use to obtain e(so). This gives us the

start our integrationat either singular

question arises whether there is any di.f-

()‘* .
‘*

ference in starting from one singular point or the

other. Indeed there is, and this decision involves
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f

certain general basic properties of such singulari-

[ 1(l-wi)a+~+~.
ties. These properties are discuafiedfully by YO=3

Minorsky.g Consider the (w,f3)plane as illustrated 5f&i ‘“ -

in Fig. 4.

The sin@taneous equations were first solved

(U,,el) for air. As stated in Section VII, the Thomas

approximationshould be good for air. Indeed the

curves obtained using the simultaneousequations

fall close enough to the curves plotted in Figs. 2
w

and 3 so that the difference is barely detectable

on the graphs. Therefore, we give no new plots for
b

air. However, the situation is quite different for

plasma for which the curves obtained are plotted in

e \
Fig. 4. The integral curves in the (w,f3) plane.

As the variable s moves from -COto *, it acts as a

parameter of a parameterizedarc (Curvea) which

moves from (w~,e~)to (M,%). Such an arc is a

solution to (6-39)and is called an intezral curve

in the”(w,13)plane. The parameterlzationin terms

of s is the complete solution to the pair (6-37)

and (6-38) for the boundary condition of our prob-

lem. There are other solutions to this pair of e-

quations which result from other boundary condi-

tions. For example, it may be possible for solu-

tions to start at or near (UJI,81)and go quite far

frnm (WS,ea)as illustratedby Curve b of Fig. 2.

Indeed this will happen in our problems. Thus, it

is expedient to start our numerical integrationat

point (wS,&) instead of (UII,O1).If we start at

(Wl,tll),the slightest numerical error will cause us

to miss (uJa,f3s)by a considerablemargin. By the

same token, the error diminishesas we go from

(%,%) to (%,%). It is often possible (as in our

case) to discover an appropriate direction of inte-

gration by trial and error. This is not generally

true, however.

Carrying out the differentiationsindicated in

(8-6)and (8-7),we obtain

(8-25)

(8-26)

(8-28)

Figs. 5 and 6. The structura is quite different

from that obtainable with the l%omes approximation.

There is a dual structure to the w(velocity) pro-

file as shown in Fig. 5. The sharp falloff near

the right end of the curve arises from the viscos-

ity dissipativeeffect. The much more diffuse ef-

fect noted over more of the curve arises from the

thermal conductivitywhich allows a thermal wave to

propagate far ahead of the viscosity-dominated

shock front. This effect was also noticed in run-

ning the numerical program for the 8-pinch.10 The

dual structure just described is ruled out in the

Thomas approximation.

Ix. THE NON2ER0 MAGNETIC FIELD CASE

If the magnetic field does not vanish, then

all the scaling properties introduced starting in

Section VI are lost. We must return to Eqs. (5-14)

through (5-16)which can be written in the form

du
~=q)(u, T, B), (9-1)

dT
‘= Y(u> T, B),dx (9-2)

ds‘=x(u, T, B),
dx

(9-3)

where

[
Y(u,T,B) = ; ; a~ (T-Ti)+ b(u-ui) - ~ a(ua-u:)

(uB’-ui#i)

1

(9-5)

8Z
-&B-Bi)Y

x(u,T,B) = ~ (uB -uiBi). (9-6)
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Fig. 5. The scaled velocity w VS. the Scaled diS-

tance s for a shock wave in plasma. The pressure
ratio is 4.4981 as in the case of air.

Equations (9-1) through (9-3) can be combined in

the form

(9-7)

The singular points (Ui,Ti,Bi)occur where the de-

nominators in (9-7) all vanish.

Linearizingabout the singular points, we have

Q=(. - Ui)qu + (T - Ti)~ +

Y=(u- ui)Yu + (T - Ti)YT +

B = (U - Ui)Xu + (T - Ti)xT +

Let us introducethe vector ~

()
u -u

i
.
Y= T-Ti ,

B - Bi

and the matrix,

(B -Bi)~, (9-8)

(B - Bi)YB, (9-9)

(B -Bi)xB. (9-lo)

leaving i understood.

(9-11)

()
vu % ‘B

G= Yu YT YB .

Xu XT ‘B

(9-12)

Fig. 6. The
distance for

Then our aet

scaled temperature e VS. the Scaled

the case corresponding to Fig. 5.

of differentialequations (9-1) through

(9-3) canbe written

We look for solutions

. -+ kx
y=ve ,

(9-13)

of the form

(9-14)

where ; is a vector independentof x. The eigen-

value equation is

det (5ijk - Gij) = O. (9-15)

We find eigenvalues frcm the roots of the cubic

equation (9-15). We label the eigenvalueswith a

subscript,k,(i = 1, 2, 3). l’hisallows us to find
1.

the correspondi~ eigenvectors,;i. Thus, we have

the linearizedsolution

(9-16)

Carrying out the differentiationsindicated in

(9-8) through (9-10),we obtain

( qEl”@u”: 1- T -Ltiu -au’
(9-17)

P P
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(9-18)

(9-19)

(9-20)

(9-21)

(9-22)

(9-23)

(9-24)

(9-25)

To get a simpler calculation let us make the

physically unrealistic,but mathematicallysimpli-

fying, assumption that the transport coefficients

have no magnetic field dependence. Furthermore,

let us assume that .tnAdoes not vary appreciably.

We then have for the matrix elements, Gij’

()
Gll=Qu=: 1-q ~ (9-26)

P

$z=~=
as

-G’
(9-27)

G

G3=~=$* (9-28)

~

(

&

)
G21=$u=x b-au-~~ (9-29)

&.=$ T=* -~, (9-30)

cis3=$B=- y, (9-31)

Gsl=xu=~, (9-32)

62=XT= o (9-33)

G.==xB=y. (9-34)

We have run numerical examples with a nonvanishing

~gnetic field using Eqs.”(9-1) through (9-3). For

small magnetic field ( < 10 gauss ), the results

agree with Figs. 5 and 6. In Figs. 7 through 9 we

show the results with an upstream asymptoticmag-

netic field of 100 gauss. As we see in Fig. 9, the

downstreammagnetic field has been compressed to

> 240 gauss. The effect of the magnetic field is

most easily seen in Fig. 7. The sharp portion of

the shock front is smoothed out somewhat by the

diffused magnetic field.

1- -1

I.4
t \ -1

I ! 1 I 1 1 t I
-0s -0.6 -0.4 -0.3 -a2 -0.1 0 al

x

Fig. 7. The actual velocity u vs. the actual dis-
tance x for a shock wave in plasma with a magnetic
field. The net (plasma plus field) pressure ratio
iS 4.4981.

1.o1-

0.6

t

/

0.4 I I 1 1 ! I
-0.6 -03 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0

x
I

Fig. 8. The actual temperatureT vs. the act~l
distance x for the case correspondingto Fig. 7.
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